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ABSTRACT 

Recently, efforts are being made to provide broadband services to fixed 

residential and commercial subscribea through wireless cellular neworks called Local 

Multipoint Communication Semice (LMCS). In order to compete with established 

.,;-al- ..,,,me services. ihe prûblem of providiiig rcasoiiabi-; comparable ioveragc musî bé 

overcome. Generally. there is a lack of specific propagation information at EHF 

fiequencies. Tnis radio propagation data is required for systems to be designed that can 

successfully adapt to local propagation environments. The object of this research is to 

gather field rneasurements and apply the propagation information to simulation and 

modelling in order to predicr interference and shadowing impairmcnts likely to be 

cspenenced in an LMCS environment. 

The field measurements at 29.5 GHz in an urban en~ironment obsexved a parhioss 

exponent of 4.0 1 for N O S  propagation paths. The standard deviation of shadouing 

expenenced was 13.89 dB and was thus consistent ~ l t h  other research. 

Simulation shows that the interference expected in a LMCS can significantly 

impact the performance. A simplified interference mode1 shows that the propagation 

exponent and standard deviation of shadowing considerably affect outage probabilin. 

.utenna characteristics such as bearn width. gain ratio. and bearn pattern were also 

evaluated for their effects on outage. Further, sectoring proved to dramaticallp reduce the 

outage expenenced at the base station. The distribution of interference powers at a base 

station is s h o w  to have a log-normal disaibution using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test. 
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Chapter One 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Thesis Objectives 

Recently. much efi-fi is being brought to bear to provide broadband services to 

fixed residential and commercial subscribers throu& wireless cellular nenvorks. These 

nenvorks are collectively termed. Local Multipoint Communication Services (LMCS) in 

Canada or Local Multipoint Distribution Services (LMDS) in the United States. lndustry 

Canada has opened up six 500 MHz blocks of banduidth in the 26-28 GHz range for 

LMCS providen [ 11. However. the propagation environment at EHF fiequencies is not 

well understood and radio waves of these frequencies suffer several propagation 

impediments making reliable coverage diEcult to anain. 

LMCS success is dependent on the technolog?: costs of the EHF radio equipment 

and the provision of quaiin; of senice guarantees [2] .  The propagation problems at EHF 

fiequencies must be transparent to the end-user and. in order for LMCS prolriders to 

compete w i h  established wireline (cable) senices. the problem of providing reasonably 

comparable coverage m u s  be overcome. Generally. there is a lack of specific 

information regarding propagation at EHF fiequencies. This radio propagation data is 

required in order for systems to be designed that can adapt to local propagation 

environments in the most economîcd fashion. 
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The object of this research is to gather field measurements to evaluate the LMCS 

radio charnel in a non-line-of-si@ (NLOS) environment. The observed propagation 

parameters will be used in a cornputer simulation to model the predicted path loss in a 

LMCS network. The intent of the simulation and rnodelling is to evaluate interference 

likely to be expenenced in an LLICS network. 

The simulation will investigate the effect on totai interference of several 

parameters of LMCS design. These parameters are: propagation exponent, srandard 

deviation of log-normal shadowing. antenna design (beam width. gain ratio). sectoring. 

and base station diversip. 

1.2 Thesis Organization 

This thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter I is the introduction and 

descnbes the objectives. organization. and contributions of this thesis. In Chapter 2. a 

description of LMCS and factors affecthg performance are presented including reference 

to the published research in this area. In addition. the theoretical background of the 

interference model is presented. A review of communication theory relevant to this work 

is contained in Chapter 3. 

Ln support of this research. field measurements were taken in an urban area in 

ûttawa Chapter 4 presents the measurernent plan. equipment analysis and results. In 

addition, the renilts of these measurernents are compared with measurements taken by 

other sources at the same fiequency. 
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A cornputer simulation of a LMCS network was developed to predict the level of 

interference and to investigate the effect of various parameten on interference received 

by the base station. The model parameters. simulation resdts, goodness of fit tests, and a 

discussion of what this simulation reveals is found in Chapter 5. 

Finally. the conclusion and recomrnendations for future researc h are found in 

Chapter 6. 

1.3 Thesis Contributions 

n e  major contribution of this thesis is to identif. the interference that cm be 

expected at die base station of a ce11 in a LMCS n e ~ o r k .  Propagation measurements are 

used to produce a more statistically significant simulation of the interference in a LMCS 

nenvork. 

The fieldwork of this thesis contributes more propagation measurements to the 

limited body of data at this kequency. The observed path loss exponent dong with the 

standard detiation of log-normal shadouing are f o n d  to be consistent with previously 

reported resuits. 

A shplified interference model introduced in Section 5.1.7 is used to consmict a 

simulation of a LMCS network. Simulation results reveal the limitations on system 

performance that interference in a LMCS system imposes. A hi& propagation exponent 

is demonstrated to reduce the outage probability by attenuating interferhg signal levels. 

.htenna design and sectoring is s h o w  to affect LMCS performance by reducing 
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interference levels. Further? sirnulated base station diversity has been shown to reduce 

the outage probability experienced at the base station and is an important component of 

LMCS design. 

The distribution of interference powers at a base station is shown to have a log- 

nomal distribution using the Kolmogorov-Srnimov Test on a logarithrnic scale at a 

significance level of 0.1. 



Chapter Two 

LMCS SYSTEM 

This chapter describes the Local Multipoint Communication System (LMCS) and 

its main charactenstics. Background information is provided conceming the conception. 

development. codiguration. fiequency allocation. and antenna design of LMCS systems. 

The advantages and disadvantages of an LiMCS system are discussed. Next. a review of 

the research concerning the primary factors affecthg LMCS performance is presented. 

Reference is made conceming how each factor is investigated in this work. Finaily. the 

rnethods used to mode1 log-normal random variables are descnbed uith particular note of 

the method used in this work. 

2.1 LMCS System 

in the past. there was minimal technolog development at high frequencies. 

Recently. the increasing ability to produce radio equipment that can operate at higher and 

higher Bequencies yet retaining low costs has raised the concept of providing fixed 

broadband wireless services to commercial and residential subscnbers. New systems are 

being developed for the microwave and rnillimetre wave frequencies [j]. Indeed. 

frequency bands in the area of 27.5-29.25 GHz have been opened for licensing 

applications in Canada [l]. in the United States. this system is called Local Multipoint 
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Distribution S e ~ c e  (LMDS) whereas Canada has adopted the LMCS name. I n d m  

Canada has authorized a frequenc); band in the 28 GHz range for LMCS use. 

LMCS will provide terresmal bi-directional wireless broadband services for 

multimedia a~tïlications - such as broadband internet. vide0 conferencing. video-on- 

demand. telephony. and data access services. LiLICS is designed as a cellular system 

with overlapping cells usually with a radius of one to five kilometres. 

The main advantag of rhe LMCS system is that a system can be deployed rapidly 

and rasily with lower infrastructure cost compared with traditional cable-based 

broadband services [4]. For example. setting aside the base station and their \vire-based 

interconnections. to set up a new LMCS synern. a provider need only mount a small 

antenna on or near the roof of a potential subscriber's home. This rapid. low-cost 

deplo'ment may prove particularly usehl in developing areas or in nonhem regions 

where a cable infirasmicnire is not already available. 

.-\nother advantage is the elimination of the dependence on the local loop [ 2 ] .  

This will provide formidable cornpetition to the cable and tdephoq based providers who 

have. until now. relied on the fact that their infiamucture is amilable and readily 

up gradeable. 

Of course. LMCS. like al1 other outdoor wireless cellular systems. is subject to 

co-channel interference (CCI). which is its primaq- disadvantage. CC1 become 

sidficant enough to reduce serviceable coverage. Compared with cable-based 

broadband services, which. for al1 practical purposes, enjoy 100% coverage. broadband 
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wireless offers a viable alternative: but only to a reduced number of potential subscribers 

due to the challenging propagation environment. So. it is incumbent on providers to 

maximize coverage yet retain low cost. 

Coverage issues are a geat challenge for providen due ro the propagation 

environment that may require line-of-si@ (LOS) propagation paths since millimene 

waves do not easily penetrate trees or buildings. However, LOS paths are not always 

readily available in a residential community. Further. movement of foliag and traffk 

has been shown to cause detrimenmi fading of the signai envelope of communication 

links at these hi& fiequencies [j]. So. use of NLOS propagation paths is necessary to 

realize the maximum possible coverage in urban and suburban areas. 

Manu LMCS .stem d e s i p  rely on assumed radio propagation information. 

Modelling wave propagation has ody recenrly received attention by researchers ar these 

E W f?equencies [6] .  As more companies develop their enabling technologies. more 

relevant radio propagation data will become available. The object of this work is to use 

ùiformation denved from field rneasurements to conmct  an accurate interference model. 

2.1.1 Basic Configuration 

.A typical LMCS system is arranged in a cellular network much like mobile phone 

n e ~ o r k s .  Each ce11 is approximately 1-5 km in radius and are over-lapped. The base 

d o n s  in each ce11 are interconnected through a wireline network. The basic 

configuration of a LMCS network is shown in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1 LMCS Confi-gration 

In some cases. if a direct LOS path cannot be provided. use of repeaten wiil allow 

access to subscribers. who would not normally have sufficient signal-to-interference plus 

noise ratio (SM) for adequate service. 

Cells are overlapped to provide maximum anainable coverage. If a subscriber 

cannot establish an adequate link to the base station nearest its location, it may 

communicate with an adjacent base station should a link be available. In Figure 2.1. a 

large tree blocks a link between a subscriber and its closest base station so that a link with 

an adjacent base station is used. This is termed base station diversity and is incorporated 

hto the simulation presented in Chapter 5. It is aiso possible for multiple links to be 
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combined to >leld an adequate SINR, but that more sophisticated technique is not 

explored in this work. 

2.1.2 Frequency Ailocation 

 MIE^ Cmada bas recc_onized the emerziing teclimlogy md p~re&J for 

broadband services. Bands in the 27.35 to 28.35 GHz have been opened to licensing 

applications [l]. There are currently three licensed LMCS camiers in Canada. Cellular 

Vision Canada Ltd.. MaxLink Commmk~5ins  Inc.. and RegionalVision Inc. were 

awarded licences in May 1996 [7]. MaxLink holds licences for every major urban centre 

in Canada. New licences for the 24 and 38 GHz bands -il1 soon be auctioned 181. 

2.13 Antenna Design 

The antennas aExed to the subscriber's home are hizAy directive so as to reduce 

the CO-channel interference. The base station is divided into sectors covering the full 

360". for example. a three-sector hub would have each of its antennas covering 120' 

whereas a four-sector hub would have each antenna covering ody 90'. 

Recommended LMCS antenna specifications can be found on the website of the 

E E E  801.16 Working Group on Broadband Wireless Access Standards [9 ] .  The purpose 

of the Coexistence Task Group (802.16.2) is to muiimize interference so that maxullum 

system performance and senice quality cm be realized. Technical antenna specifications 

that will achieve this goal are currently being researched. 
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2.2 Factors AfTecting System Performance 

The performance of a LMCS system is affected by many factors such as 

propagation environment. sectoring. antenna design. and power control. These factors 

how each factor is investigated in this work. 

2.2.1 Propagation Environment 

The outdoor propagation environment is subject to many impediments. and this is 

particularly true at the fiequencies of interest for LMCS. The rnost si-gificant 

propagation issues are path loss. s i p a l  attenuation by rai.. foliage. and buildings. signai 

depolarization. rnultipath. interference. and shadowing [l  O]. 

Millimetre wwes exhibit quasi-optical behaviour and are significantly attenuated 

by obstructions such as trees and buildings [ I l ] .  Usuallp. no signals c m  be detected 

throuph steel reinforced concrete or brick buildings [12]. With the LMCS subscriber 

antennas located on or near the roof. the radio path is fiequently expected to be below the 

ueetops. especially in well-established communities containing mature nees. Thus. there 

will be a si-pificantly hi& probability of non-LOS paths in any deployment plan for a 

typical urban or niburban area. 

Research by Seidel and Arnold [l3] found that building blockage wodd 

significantly limit coverage of any area. Antema hei& \vas found to play an important 

role as the signai was often lost once the receiver antenna was lowered below roofline. 

As well. specular reflections were found in many receiver locations but were not 
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concluded to have a signincant effect on coverage. Indeed. the maximum signal level is 

almost always found to be in the direction of the transmitter. 

Another snidy of the LMCS radio channel by Papazian, et al. [l O] predicts 

coverage from anenuation measurements taken in urban and suburban areas. Signal 

anenuation was found to be the most significant propagation impairment. especially when 

the nee canopy extended above the roof height. Further. the primary mode of 

propagation was thought to be diffraction. 

Chua et al. found propagation measurements at 27.4 GHz followed the free space 

loss curve ~ l t h  excess losses ranging from 21-60 dB [-Il. 

Naz reports that aees can cause significant attenuation and signal variability due 

to movement by wind [j]. Single tree anenuation is on the order of 30 dB [NI. Fade 

rates were f o n d  to be greater for foliage movement than for vehicular movement. 

indeed. with LMCS signais at roof level. there is a greater chance that trees will cause 

blockage than will vehicles on the road. 

The goai of the fieldwork in this research is to obtain a senes of measurements. 

which will yield a greater understanding of the LMCS radio channel. Specificallp, the 

propagation exponent and the degree of shadowing (as rneasured by standard deviation of 

Log-normal shadomhg) is sought. These measured parameten will be directly used to 

constntct a mode1 of a LMCS network. 
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2.2.2 Sectoring 

A typical method used in cellular nerworks to combat CO-channel interference 

(CCI), is to divide a cell into sectors. A base station omni-directional antenna can be 

replaced with several antemas each of which oniy coves a portion of the j60° ceIl [l j]. 

For exarnple. each menna in a base station with four sectors would cover 90". 

The amount of s e c t o ~ g  used directly affects the degree to which CC1 is reduced. 

However. there is a corresponding loss of traffic due to muiking inefficiency and 

increased operating complexity [ 1 51. 

The simuiation presented in Chapter 5 will compare the interference levels 

exhibited in an undivided ceIlular network with that found in a network in which 

sectonng has been applied. ïhree. four. six. and 12 sector models will be consmcted 

and evaluated by comparing their outage probabilities with that of an ornni-directional 

system (no sectoring). 

2.2.3 htennr Design 

Due to increased congestion of the fkequency s p e c m  and the increased potential 

for interference, LCMS design typically cdls  for highiy directive subscriber antemas 

with hi& gain and good polarization. A directive antenna will reduce CC1 [14]. 

Simulation will be conducted to determine the cffect of both subscriber and base 

m a o n  antenna beam width dong with their respective gain ratios. .Anterma gain ratio is 

the ratio between the maximum gain of the main beam to the maximum gain of the 
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secondary beam. In the simulation. the antenna beam patterns will be modelled as wo- 

valued so that the antenna gain ratio is simply the difference between hem in &S. 

Simulation will also compare expected interference levels &om ideal antema 

design a i t h  that of a realistic antenna design. This is done hy N e w i ~ n  md Health [!-] 

for a CDM4 channel. They found a reduction of simulated nenvork capaciry when 

realistic antenna patterns were used. 

2.2.4 Power Control 

In order to reduce the interference present in a cellular network. control is ofien 

exercised over the power at which transrnitters operate. This positive control ensures that 

only the minimum power required for an adequate communication link is used. which 

results in an overall drop in system interference and bener SINR at the base station 

receiver. The simulation will mode1 power control to ensure that each subscriber 

ûansmits at a power that cornpensates for path loss and provides a fixed receive power at 

the receiver. 

Since LMCS will employ this performance enhancing technique. the subscribers 

in the forthcorning simulation will have a simdated transrnitter power that is a ftved 

value at the receivhg base station. That is, the path loss will be calcuiated between the 

subscriber and its base station. then the subscriber ~vill be given an output power that is 

the fixed value plus the simulated path loss. This way. each base station ni11 receive a 

fixed signal level h m  its subscnben, but the interference that occun d l  depend on 

distance, path losses. and antema gains. 
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Figure 2.2 illustrates how the simulation will mode1 power control. The transmit 

power of the subscnber is set to 130 dBm such that the f~ved value of 30 dBm will be 

received by the base station with the lowen path loss (1 00 dB). Note that antenna gains 

î ~ d  directivity have heen neglected in this example. 

It is important to note that the transmit and receive powers shown in Figure 2.2 

are for illustration purposes only. The actual power control correction at the transmitter 

would be proportional to the actual path loss. not equal to it so that the transmir power is 

kept reasonable (for example. between 20 dBm and O dBU'). 

Tmmit Power = 30 - 100 = 130 dBm 

Subscriber & 
1 Parhloss= 120 dB 

i 
Patfilos~ 100 dB 

i Receivcd Power = I j 0  - I 20 = 10 dBm 
! 
1 I 

Figure 2.2 Power Control 

Imperfect power conml has been found to have two effects [16]. Fim. power 

control enors dl change the staastics of the interference for d l  mers. Secondly. the 

required signal wiill undergo sigrifkant variation when imperfect power control is 
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experienced. The second effect has a more detrimental effect on system performance. 

Interleaving and coding are techniques that can be used to counter the detrimental efTects 

of imperfect power con~ol. 

2.3 Modelling of Interference in LMCS 

This section presents an oventiew of the theoretical considerations of modelling 

interference in a LMCS n e ~ o r k .  In the forthcoming simulation. log-normal shadowf\iing 

wi1l be modelled as a Gaussian random variable (in units of dB) which adds to the 

transmined power of an interferer. The multiple log-normal interferhg signals are added 

for a total inrerference value. Thus. the following is a review of the relevant research in 

the area of combining multiple log-normal random variables and provides a theorerical 

basis for die modelling technique used in Chapter 5 .  

Since the shadowing random variable c m  be either positive or negative. the 

resulting receive power at the base station may be greater or less than that which just 

undergoes pathioss. Of coune. the mean received signal will be lower in a shadowing 

environment than one fYee of shadowîng. Log-normal shadowing will usually occur 

reciprocally in both the uplink and dowdink channels [ S I .  

Computation of the distribution of a s u m  of multiple Lognomai random variables 

occurs ofien in co~~~munications work. Despite much work in this area a closed forrn 

solution has not been discovered [18-201. Thus. a way to mode1 the sum of multiple 

correlated lognormal random variables has been the subject of much research. 
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Beaulieau, et al. compare several methods of predicting the distribution of a s u m  

of multiple log-normal random variables and found that a relatively simpler method by 

Wilkinson yields a reliablp more accurate result than die more popular method by 

Schwartz and Yeh 1211. 

.An approxirnate technique. described by Schwartz and Yeh in [23]. is used for 

simple and accurate calculations of CO-channel interference caused by log-nomal 

shadowing in mobile telephony. They aiso show a large sensitivity to propagation 

parameten in [2 1 1. 

Linnanz offen an alternative method of calculating the outage probability without 

making approximations to the probability distribution of the interference power 

accumulated fiom several log-normal signais [23]. This method proved to be faster in 

terms of numerical anaiysis and no resmction is imposed on the standard deviation of 

shadowing as with the previous methods. 

The above methods assume that the interfering signals are uncorrelated. Abu- 

D a y a  and Beaulieau have conducted work with the opposite assumption [34]. They 

stipulate that the same obstacle near the receiver may shadow multiple interfering signals. 

Three methods are evaluated and determined to render similar redts .  As well' Safak 

found accurate results for correlated interfering s ipa l s  when compared with Monte-Carlo 

simulation [2 11. 

Newson and Heath provide some insight htto calculation of interference in a 

cellular nenvork [16]. Redistic antenna patterns and power control enors are 
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investigated for their effects on the capacity of a CDMA system. The geometry used in 

the forthcornhg simulation is simila. to that used in Nevson and Heath's article. 

Zorzi offers insight into the calculation of interference statistics [XI. The 

analytical framework provided includes distance path-loss. log-normal shadowing. best 

ce11 site selection. and power connol. A similar method is adapted in the mode1 

presented in Chapter 5. 



Chapter Three 

RELEV-4NT COMMUNICATION TfllEORY 

This chapter conrains the relevant communication theory on which this work iç 

prirnarily based. Path loss. interference. log-normal shadowing, diversity, and power 

control are discussed in detail with reference to how these factors are accounted for in the 

field measurernents and in the mode1 and simulation. 

3.1 PathLoss 

Wireless communication relies on electromagnetic waves to send a signal fiom 

ongin to destination. The behaviour of EM waves can generally be souped into 

reflection. diffraction. and scattering [14. 151. There are many models that have been 

developed in an effort to predict the average signal strength at the receiver for a given 

mansrnitter-to-receiver (T-R) distance. Propagation models can generally be classified as 

either large-scale mode1 or srnail-scnle (fading) [26]. Large-scale models predict die 

average signal snength over large periods of time or over large propagation distances 

whereas small-scale models are concemed with the signal men@ over short penods of 

time or over small propagation distances. This work is primarily concemed with large- 

scale propagation modelling. 

3.1.1 Free Space Path Loss 

The outdoor propagation environment endures path loss kom several sources. 

Free space imposes a path loss according to the standard equation [1 5-27]: 
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where: Pr.  P, are the received signal power and the transmitted signal power. 

respectively. 

G, .Gr are the transmitter and receiver antenna gains. respectively. 

À is the wavelength of the signal. and 

d is the distance from the transmiaer to the receiver (T-R distance). 

Note the second-power distance dependence. This is considered the ideal case. or the 

minimum path loss that will be experienced. Of course. acnial propagation scenarios will 

experience significandy greater path loss due to impedirnents of the local environment. It 

should be noted that propagation exponents of Iess than 2 have been observed in 

situations where the radio waves are =pided. For example. signal energ  can be 

channelled by a Street yielding less path loss than that predicred by the free space model. 

38 GHz. In the proposed LMCS scenarios. the fiequency of use is in the range of - 

providing a wavelength of I cm. Unfortmateiy. this hi& frequency. although pro~jding 

the necessary bandwidth. endures much atrenuation from trees. buildings and even local 

weather. Objects that are approximately 1 cm in size. such as raui drops or leaves. can 

siCpificantly disrupt radio waves of 28 GHz. in addition. meet orienration has been 

found to channel the s i q d  energy such that the strongest signal paths are not fiom 

directions of direct paths diffiracted over the nearest building, but are fiom directions 

parallel ro the streets [2T]. 
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3.1.2 Ground Reflection Path Loss 

The Eee space path loss model accounts for the situation where there is only a 

direct path between the transmitter and the receiver. Since a direct path is unlikely in real 

propagation environments. a new model. which accounts for a varie- of propagation 

paths is desired. When one considen the situation where the T-R distance is much 

geater than the height of the transminer. neglecting the cwanire of the e h ' s  surface. 

then a modified path loss equation has been fond  to apply [4.28]: 

where: ht . h, are the heights of the transmitter and receiver. respectively. Here. a fourth- 

power distance dependence is present. Thus. a propagation exponent of approxirnateiy 4 

or geater is expected fiom the field measurernents. 

3.2 Interference 

In cellular communications -stems. there are two types of interference that are of 

concem: CO-channel interference and adjacent channel interference. Both directly affect 

the performance of a wireless communications nehvork by reducing the signal to 

interference plus noise ratio ( S M )  at both the subscriber and base station. 

3.2.1 Co-channel Interference 

Co-channel interference (CCI) occurs when cwo or more transmirters are assigned 

the same fiequency. CC1 must occur in any cellular network due to the necessisi of 
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fkequency reuse: the radio s p e c m  is f i t e  and a lirnited set of frequencies is available 

to any one system. Thus. a reduction in the degree of fiequency reuse will subsequently 

reduce the amount of CC1 that occurs in a network. However. reducing the frequency 

reuse is often chdlenging in a congested radio spectrum. 

The signal to interference ratio at the base station in a LMCS nrtwork can be 

expressed as [14]: 

-=- 

il. 

W e r e  S is the desired signal power. 

Ik is the interference power contributed by interfering subscriber k. and 

N is the total number of interfering signals. 

The total number of interferers depends on the cellular geometry and the fiequency reuse 

pattern. 

Co-channel interference is direcdy calculated in the simulation presented in 

Chapter 5 .  The total interference power contributed by a single subscriber is calculated 

and used to evaluate the interference considerations of a LMCS system. Factors affecting 

the levels of interference at the base station are investigated. Propagation paramerers 

obsen-ed in the field measurements will  be applied to yield a more accurate simulation of 

interference in a LMCS network. 
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3.2.2 Adjacent Channel Interference 

Interference fiom neighbouring channels is called adjacent channel interference 

(ACQ. Neighbouring channels will only cause interference if the receiver does no! 

perfectly filter incoming signais. Therefore. proper filtering and ma.viroiPng the 

fiequency separation of adjacent channels can reduce K I .  

Typicaily. LMCS reuses the whoie fiequency spectnun and thus CC1 will be the 

dominant type of interference encountered in a LMCS systern. Therefore. ody CC1 is 

considered in this work. 

3.3 Log-Normal Shadowing 

Another sikgifkant factor regarding propagation. which m u t  be accounted for in 

any model. is that of shadowing. Although nvo diflerent locations ma? have the same T- 

R distance. the? may endure significantly different path losses. The determining factor is 

the propagation path(s) taken and the degree of environmentai clutter dong each path. 

Thus. actually meanired sipals may greatly differ fiom that predicted by Equation 3.1 or 

3.2 Measurements have reliably show that for a given T-R distance, the path ioss is 

generally random with a lognormal distribution [27]. That is. the distribution of path 

losses rneasured in dBs is normal (Gaussian). 

The following equations from [4] illustrate this point: 

PathLoss = PL(d) t X,  (dB) 
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where: m(d) is the average path loss at T-R distance d, 

is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with standard deviation o (both in 

dB) which represents the shadowing component of the propagation. 

n is the path loss exponent and 

d,, is a reference distance at which acnial propagation measurements have been 

taken [19]. 

The path loss (or propagation) exponent is a measure of the rate at which path Loss 

increases uith distance. The reference distance. path loss exponent. and the standard 

deviation of the Gaussian distribution collectively describe the statistics of the 

propagation environrnent. 

X shift in reference distance has been shown to affect the mean decay power 

[29]. So. a reference distance appropriate to the local propagation situation musr be 

chosen when using Equations 3.4 or 5.5 as it will alter the predicted pathloss. 

The standard deviaUon of the shadowing component - the degee of shadowing - 

is usually f o n d  to be a value fiom 4 to 10 dB [30. 311. In this work. the actually 

observed value kom the field measurements is used in the simulations. 

Log-normal shadowing occurs when the measured signai level in dB units at a 

particuiar T-R separation follow a Gaussian distribution according to: 
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where: P(x) is the probability density fiinction of a Gaussian distribution. 

r is a log-nomal random variable. 

p is the mean of the log-normal random variable. and 

o is the standard deviation of the log-nomal random variable. 

in a cellular network. a receiver uill hkely encounter multiple interfering s ipals  each of 

which will endure log-normal shadowing. Thus. this interference is usually modelled 

itself as a lognomal random variable and there are various methods of combining the 

component means and standard deviations to form the mode1 distribution [18]. 

3.4 Diversity 

Divcrsity refers to a situation where multiple methods of transrnitting a signal are 

available to a given communication. Ofien. this includes a different propagation path. It 

is desirable that the different propagation paths are uncorreiated such that any shadowing 

or fading occurrhg on one path will not likely occur on the other. This way. adequate 

signal strength is consistentiy maintained at the receiver. 

Some method of diversity is usually found in any outdoor wireless system. Thcre 

may be diversity in frequency assignment. temporal assi-ment. and space. Macro- 

diversity is attempted in order to reduce the ef3ects of large-scale variations whereas 

micro-diversiry is used to mitigate the effects of smdl-scde variations. 
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By allowing this divenity, a si_pificant performance enhancement has been f o n d  

to result [32]. For example, the use of base station diversity were reported to increase 

coverage by as much as 14% [Il] .  

This work is concerned with a form of macro-diversity called spatial diversity. 

That is. each subscriber uill home in on the base station to which the propagation path is 

attenuated the least. .A subscriber in ce11 '.A' may home in on a base station Iocared in 

cell 'B' if the path ioss endured to ce11 'B. happens to be less than that experienced to ce11 

-A.* 

Thus. diversity is essential for LMCS providers to achieve maximum coverage 

despite the formidable propagation challenges. Combining diversity applications with 

the use of repeaten will increase coverage in especially difficult environments. 

3.5 Power Control 

As interference significantly impacts the performance of any cellular radio 

nehvork. the output power of transmitters is usualiy connolled. This control ensures that 

each transmitter only uses the minimum power necessary to establish and maintain an 

adequate communication link. In nim. this reduces overall power consumption and 

greatly diminishes interference levels at both the subscriber and base station antennas. 

Power control can be used to directly combat the nem-far problem. That is. if no 

power connol scheme exists and d subscribers rransmit with the same power. then 

subscribers close to the base station will sahuate it and essentiaily block out subscribers 
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m e r  out in the cell. When power control is exercised. the subscriber near to the base 

station is ordered to lower its nansmit power to a level at or just above the minimum 

necessary to maintain an adequate link. Likewise, the subscnber fanher out fiom the 

base station is ordered to increase its mnsrnii power to a level such that the receive 

power is maintained at an adequate level. 

However. a base d o n  is unable to control the power of a subscriber in a 

neii$bouring ce11 that may be interferhg with its communications [l 51. This is why a 

power control scheme combined w i h  the use of hi-dy directionai antennas will 

experience the best possible system performance. Power control can aiso be used in 

TDM4 and CDMA systems. but it is more critical to CDMA systems. Finally. power 

controi can also reduce K I .  



Chapter Four 

FIELD MEASUREMENTS 

This chapter describes the field measurements that were taken in the cornmunit)' 

zf Gkhe in the :ri. of Oraxa. Thcse mzmuaments wère conducreci &rou&out the 

months of -4ugust and September of 1999. The measurement plan and the equipment 

used to gather the measurements are described. Next an explanation of the methods used 

to process the raw data and extract the propagation parameters is provided. Finail);, the 

results of the measurements dong with their implications on LMCS design are discussed. 

4.1 Measurement Pian 

Due to a general lack of a substantial amount of field measurements in higher 

fkquencies. it was decided to obtain a series of measurements in an urban area of 

Ottawa. The Glebe was chosen due to iü age relative to other newer. less developed 

communities. It is a weli-established community with W. older buildings. and large 

trees. The measurements were taken in the summer when the trees were in NI foliage 

causing the maximum attenuatîon. This way, results will indicate a worst-case 

propagation scenario and any LMCS design which compensates for this propagation 

environment uill likely have the ben possible coverage at other times during the year. 

The trammitter was placed on the roof of Glebe High School that stands 20 

meaes above meet level. Figure 4.1 shows two views fiom the roof of the high school 

and the generd propagation environment. Most houses in the Glebe are at least two 
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stones tdl, and the tree tops are at or above the roofs of the houes. In the bottom view 

of Figure 4.1, there is direct LOS with the closes row of houses, but trees impede the 

LOS in the very next row. This is typical of the Glebe community and wodd impose a 

challenging propagation situation on any potentiai LMCS provider. 

i l 

Figure 4.1 Glebe Community 

The amsrnitter was mounted on a one metre tall tri-pod. The antenna of the 

transmitter was slightly declined so as to maximize the footprint of the signai. This 

declination was consistent for dl measurements. -4 compass was used to align the 

transmitter to each desired b e a ~ g  (with the transmitter off). 
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At each measurement site, the receiver was placed on a card table that nood one 

metre above the ground. Usually, the table was levelled on the sidewalk. For 

consistency of meanirements, the receiver was level with the Street at al1 sites and the 

highest possible receive power was found by rnoving around a smail area in each chosen 

site. 

The fact that the receiver was level with the ground caused the received signal to 

experience less than the maximum antenna gain at shon T-R distances (< 200 m); a lesser 

antenna gain was achldly applied to the received signal power. However. the elevation 

correction applied during data analysis cdculated the elevation angle and applies the 

corresponding antenna gains for each measurement site thereby >leielding a me indication 

of path loss. 

The nanow beam width of the continuou wave (CW) nztosrnitter and receiver 

dictated the necessi. to take measurements at a single bearing (relative to the 

transmitter) but at various ranges. After the signal dropped below the noise floor. the 

transmitter uas set to a new bearing and the measurements were mken dong this new 

path. 

Each measurement consisteci of a reading fkom the Data .Acquisition Card in the 

Laptop. T h i s  reading was a value between O and 5 volts. -4 program written in Labview 

by Nausheen Naz was used to automaticaily tune the receiver to the maximum received 

power level by ramping the DC off-set of the receiver from O to 5 volts. The DC off-set 

at the maximum received power was used for each measurement. 
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For each measurement site, 10 readings were recorded. Afier a single reading 

was taken, the receiver was moved at least 10 cm, at which point the next reading was 

taken. The rnoving of the receiver was done so that the effects of muitipath fading could 

be averaged out. Paparian, et al, [IO] provide justification for such a procedure based on 

the random nature of obstructions to the propagation path. Presumably. moving the 

receiver a few wavelengths will change the phases of al1 scattered components. The 

received s ipals  h m  different positions separated by a few wavelengths will be 

uncorrelated. Thus. a mean of several such rneasurements will average out the effects of 

al1 various obstructions located in the vicinity of each receiver site and will yield a 

homogeneous estimate of the path loss between the aansminer and that rneasurement 

site. A simiiar method was conducted by D u q g  et ai. but at a lower fiequency (5.85 

GHz) [XI. 

Equipment 

The CW equiprnent used for the field measurements consined of a transmitter. 

receiver. battery, and laptop cornputer equipped with a data acquisition card. It was 

constructed by Robert Hahn, in a joint CRC and Carleton University project. Complete 

specifications are provided in [34], but the following section is presented as a brief 

overview with d l  the necessary information of relevance to this work. 
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4.21 Transmitter unit 

The wsmit ter  unit consists of two identical Gunn oscillators each feeding a 

waveguide circuiatoro a three inch length of waveguide, and a linearly polarized antenna. 

Figure 4.2 shows the basic configuration of the transmitter. The waveguide of one of the 

oscillators h a  a 90 degree nÿin to provide a vertical E-field polarization in one antenna 

and a horizontal E-field polarkarion in the other antenna. Both oscillators have been 

adjusted to operate at a fiequency of 29.5 GHz after the wam-up period. The antennaç 

of the t~ansmitter unit are two Flann conical hom antemas with a maximum gain of 28 

dBi (as shown in Figure 4.5). There is a durnmy load on each transmitter ro limit the 

output of the transmiaer so it is safe for indoor use by providing a 25-30 dB attenuation 

resuiting in a 20 dBm output power. Thus. the transrnitter ~ i 1 1  produce an EIRP of 48 

dBm (20 dBm output power + 28 dBi antenna gain). Note that only the vertical 

polarkation antenna was used as LMCS typicdly uses vertically polarized antennas. 

I Only Venicai Transrniner used. 

Figure 4.2 CW Trammitter Block Diagram 
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4.2.2 Receiver unit 

The receiver unit consists of a 27-30 GHz 6.2 degee, Flann conical hom 

amenna, power supply input. IF loop. and a Personai Computer Memory Card 

lnternationd Association (PCMCW) interface connector. Figure 4.3 shows the receiver 

configuration. i\ power supply of between 10 to 17 volts at less than 0.7 arnps is required 

for proper functioning of the receiver unit. A commercial car battery was employed for 

this purpose. Note that it required recharging afier each day3 measurernents to stay 

within the power requirements of the receiver. 

10 dB 

I Coupler i 

t 
?h 

Figure 4.3 CW Receiver Block Diagram 

4.23 LaptoplDAQ card 

The output of the receiver was sent through an interface into a PCMCIA Data 

-4cquisition (DAQ) card insralled in a 166 ;MHz Pentium Laptop computer. A data 
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acquisition software cailed, LabView, was used to control the receiver. record 

measurements, and output them to a binary file. The DAQ card has a 12-bit analog-to- 

digital converter and both the sampling rate and duration of samples could be adjusted. 

However? for the purposes of these measurements. a samplz value was al1 that was 

required. Tuning of the receiver was accomplished by the LabView program as well. -4 

ramp of the DC offset was performed and set to the resultant mavimum received voltage. 

1.2.1 Link Budget 

The C W  equipment has the following link budget. The effective isotropie 

radiated power (EIRP) is calcuiated fiom the transrnitter power and the transmitter gain 

according to : 

The tlansrnitter power is 20 dBm and using the maximum antenna gain of 28 B i ,  the 

EDRP is 48 a m .  The f?ee space path loss is given by [12]: 

FSPL = 1 - 

Rewriting Equation 1.2 to provide an expression for the fiee space path loss at distance d 

yields the following expression in units of dB: 

FSPL = 32 .4  + 20 log,, d + 20 log,, f 

where: d is the T-R distance in km, and 

f i s  the fiequency in MHz. 

For example. at a distance of 1 km. the FSPL is 122 dB. 
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The received signai level (RSL) is defined as: 

RSL = EIRP - FSPL i G, - Lineloss (4.4) 

Using the maximum possible receiver antenna gain of 28 dBi and a lineloss of 6 dB. the 

RSL is -52 dBm. 

Next, the noise floor (NF) of the equipment is calcuiated according to: 

where: IFB W is the IF bandwidth of the equipment. 

The Koise Figure for the equipment is 2 dB. and the IF bandwidth of 1 MHz. which 

result in a Noise Floor for the CW equipment of -106 dBm. 

Thus. fiom the RSL and the M. the signal to noise ratio ( S N R )  can be calcuiated: 

SïYR = RSL - :VF (4.6) 

Continuing the previous example, for a T-R distance of 1 km. the S N R  is: 

SNR = -52 - (-106) = 54 dB 

For the range of distances encountered in the measurements. the fiee space SNR varies 

fiom 74 dB at IO0 m to 48 dB at 2000 m. 

1.3 Analysis 

This section describes the methods used to analyse the rneasurement data and 

present it in a meanin- way. As previously mentioned, the raw- data was stored in 
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binary files that required conversion. A correction was applied to the data to correct for 

the different antenna gains expenenced at mal1 propagation distances. 

13.1 Data Analysis 

The resulthg data collected from the field consisrs of 10 separate received Dower 

measurements per measurement site. The analysis of the data began with converting each 

measurement fiom Volts to dBm. A lookup table was constnicted for this purpose fTom 

the calibration curve found in Figure 44.. The curve was included in the CW Propagation 

Test Set [34]. 

.\fier each measurement was in units of dBm. thep were then converted to 

milliwatts for the purpose of averaging each goup of 10 rneasurements, resulting in the 

mean received power for each measurement site. These averages were then convened 

back into units of dBm. 
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Input Level (dBm) 
-- 

Figure 4.1 C W Equipment Caiibration C w e  

4.3.2 Elevation Correction 

It is necessary to apply an elevation correction afier dl the data has been complied 

to account for the antenna pointing loss. That is. the elevation correction compensates for 

the fact that the antenna beam pattern and hence. antenna gain. is si_gnificantiy lower at 

the higher elevation angles expected at small T-R distances. The closer the measurement 

site is to the transminer. the M e r  away the receiver ~vill be fkom the centre of the 

antenna beam and therefore less antenna gain will be in effect by both the transrnirter and 

receiver. 
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The following +-ph in Figure 4.5 shows the antenna beam pattern. The gain of 

the antenna is plotted on the vertical with the horizontal representing the elevation angle. 

Both the ûansmitting and receiving antennas used were conical and therefore the antenna 

gain was ~ e n i c a i  for both the horizontal and vertical axes. The maximum gain of 28 

B i  is at an elevation angle of 0'. 

-20 -15 -10 -5 O 5 10 15 20 

Uevation Angle 

Figure 1.5 CW Equipment Beampattern 

The formula used to cdculate the elevation correction is: 

ParhZoss = [P, + G: ] - [P. - G. ] 

where: 8, is the elevation angle accordulg to the diagram in Figure 4.6, 
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y - x are the d i m c e s  as indicated in Figure 4.6 Note that the elevation of the 

measurement site as well as the height of Glebe High School are accounted for in y! 

G,, Gr are the gains of the transmîtter and receiver, respectively. Note that the 

calculated elevation angle is converted into the gains according to the beam pattern 

shown in Figure 4.6. and 

Pt ? P, are the transmitted power and the received power, respectively. .4 value 

of 20 dBm was used thsoughout for the transmitted power [34]. 

Transmitier 
i 

Gmund Lcvcl 1 I 
X 1 

i 
- - 

Figure 4.6 Elevation Correction 

A sample calculation of the elevation correction is as follows: 

T-R Distance: 175 m Height of Receiver: 1 m 

Received Power: -57.4 dBm Height of Trammitter above rooftop: 1 m 

Height of Glebe High School Roofiop: 20 m 
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Elevation of Glebe High School: 80 rn 

Elevation of Receiver Site: 80 m 

The angle calculation is: 

F 20-140-80 = 19 m u= 175m 

0, = 0, = tan-' (1 9/l 75)=6.20° 

Looking up 6.20' in the beam pattern chart (Figure 4.5) yields a receiver gain of 21 dB 

and transminer gain of 18 dB. Therefore. the fuial path loss calculation is: 

Pathioss = [20 + 181 - [-57.1- 211 = 116.4 dB 

Thus. the elevation correction has the greatest effect on the measurernents taken at small 

T-R distances resulting in a significantly altered path loss dope and a conesponding 

higher path loss exponent. 

4.4 Results 

The results of the measurements are contained in this section. Firstly, a 

description of the rneanirements sites is provided with the reasonuig behind their choice. 

Ne% the raw data and the processed data is presented with out the elevation correction 

applied. The results with the elevation cowction applied are subsequently shown. 

Finally. a cornparison is made with resdts fiom other sources followed by a discussion. 
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4.4.1 Measurement Sites 

A total of 80 measurement sites were completed. These sites were distnbuted in 

12 slices, or series of rneasurement sites at a singe bearing. Figure 4.7 shows the 

measurements sites radiating out fiom the nansmitter location of Glebe High School. 

The proximity of the Queensway (Highway 11 7) made measurements sites north of the 

hi& school problematic. 

1 

Figure 1.7 Measurement Sites 

The map shown is reproduced with permission fiom Mapquest.com. Inc. and was found 

on the website: tww.mapquest.com. 
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Some bearings have more measurements than othes due to the fact that potential 

sites were not readily available at discrete ranges. Thu, for a single bearing, sites were 

chosen at locations where there was room to set up the receiver with no regard for the 

range. Ir was thought that enough measurements would cover a sufficient number of 

ranges yielding an accurate measurement of the propagation parameters. 

4.4.2 Uncorrected Results 

The raw. unprocessed measurement data is s h o m  in Figure 4.8. Recall that each 

point represents an average of 10 measurements at a single site. Severai measurement 

sites did not receive a detectable signal through the noise. The abundance of 

measurements at -1 O6 dB coincides with the noise floor of the C W equipment. 

-110.0 ' 
O 500 1000 1500 2000 

Range (m) 

Figure 1.8 .AU Memernent Data 
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Applying the Equation 4.8 yields the r e d t s  in Figure 4.9 when the maximum 

antenna gain (28 dBi) is used for both transmitter and receiver. Data is plotted in an x-y 

saph with the x-axis being logarithmic. This is done so that the propagation exponent 

can easily be e m c t e d  ffom the slope of the gaph according to the followine - equation: - 

PL = 1 On log,, (r) (dB) (4.9) 

where: PL is the path loss in dB, 

n is the propagation exponent, and 

r is the T-R range in metres. 

Thus. a dope of -1 7.80 in Figure 4.9 corresponds to an propagation exponent of 1.78 

which is much lower than expected and is even lower than that predicted by the kee 

space path loss model. However. this pathioss is calculated uith 28 dBi antenna gains. 

which was not, in acniality, always the case. 

No LOS Data 
Slope= -17.80 

Loglo ( Distance (m) ) 

Figure 4.9 u'ncorrected Pathloss 
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Data taken from sites very close to the trammitter (< 200 ni) that enjoyed LOS 

propagation paths was removed in Figure 4.9: there were six LOS measurements out of 

80. This was done 10 ensure a homogeneous series of measurements; dl N O S .  

The line s h o w  in the measurements represents the linear regession fit of the 

data. The other line represents the free space path loss curve was ploaed hvith Equation 

1.2. Note the abundance of measurements near the noise floor of the equiprnent (- 181 

dB. including antenna gains). There were 28 out of 80 measurements which were at the 

noise floor. They partially account for the observed path loss exponent to be less than 

that of fkee space (slope=2). 

The standard deviation of the data s h o w  in Fi-me 4 9  is 9.0 1 dB. This is near 

the expecred value of 10 dB. 

4 . 4  Corrected Results 

The data with the true elevation correction applied is shown in Fi-me 4 10. The 

data at or below the noise floor is removed dong with the dam taken £kom sites with 

direct LOS. The noise measurements are also removed so that a path loss exponent c m  

be derived fiom tue measurements. 
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No LOS or Noise Data 
Slope: -40.09 

2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 3.2 3 -4 

Log,, ( Distance (m) ) 

-- 

Figure 1.10 Corrected Pathloss 

The slope of the corrected graph has decreased. indicating an observed 

propagation exponent of 4.0 1. The standard deviation of this data was 13.89 dB 

indicating a fair degree of shadowing was encountered. 

Thus, applying the eievation correction has made a dramatic difference on the 

results by reducing the perceived path loss at short T-R distances. -4 propagation 

exponent of 4.0 1 is consistent with ground plane theory [1 51 . 

Results from Other Sources 

This section reviews results reported in other sources. This is done to show that 

similar results have been reported and thus adds validation to the field measurements. 
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Propagation measurements were carried out by CITR in 1996 and 1997 in the area 

of Parkwood Hills, Ottawa [3?]. Parkwood Hills is a community comparable to the 

Glebe in terms of propagation consideratiom. These measurements were also continuous 

wave [CW) but at a fiequency of 28.5 GHz and at roof level. -4 propagation exponent of 

5 .O was found for the N O S  measurements. The standard deviation of log-normal 

shadowing was f o n d  to be 14 dB. 

Scidel and Arnold reported another series of  similar propagation measurements 

[l j] .  These measurements were taken at 28 GHz in Brighton Beach, a built-up area of 

Brooklyn. This investigation found signal strengths much weaker than that predicted by 

fiee space propagation despite using an antenna height of 1 1.3 metres above ground 

level. A clear dependence of signal level on both the azimuth angle and receiver antema 

heighr was demomated. These results also suggea that energy at ag i e s  other than that 

of bore-sight could potentially fil1 coverage gaps. 

4.6 Discussion 

ï h e  results of the propagation measurements in this work were largely consistent 

with those reported by other sources. Bultitude, et al, observed a propagation exponent 

of 5.0 whereas this work fouod a smaller 4.0 propagation exponent. 

The standard deviation reported by Bultitude. et al, was about the same as that 

observed by the measurements in the Glebe. However, those measurements were 

conducted with the receiver at roof level whereas the measurements reported here were at 
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cround level. This number of obstructions encountered at roof level is likely to be much 
c. 

less than that encountered at gound level. Thus, a lesser shadowing deviation is 

expected for measurements at roof level. 

Before the meanilements were taken. several sites were checked for the presence 

of interference. The trammitter was tumed off, and the receiver was set up at various 

sites to detemine whether or not there were interfering signais. Kowever. no 

interference of my kind was detecred. 

Some research [ X I  suggests that a breakpoint may exist in the path loss at a 

particular distance. That is. a propagation exponent ni11 be present up until a certain 

distance. the breakpoint. afier which a greater propagation exponent could exist. 

However, Correia, et al. suggea the breakpoint may exist outside the wpical LMCS ce11 

radius [6]. Due to the sensitivity limitations of the CW equipmenr used in this research. a 

break point was not observed. 

The exclusion of the dam below the noise floor may lead to a biasing effect on the 

perceived coverage of these propagation measurements. Technically, the lack of a 

received signal power indicares a hole in the coverage at that site. By excluding the data. 

the measurements only indicate the propagation exponent and standard deviation of the 

measurements above the noise floor. Thus. care shodd be taken when considering 

coverage implications of this fieldwork. 
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4.7 Summary of Results 

There were 80 measurements in total. Of them, six were LOS and 28 were at the 

noise floor of the equipment leaving only 46 measurements for inclusion in the final 

recdl. - -- 
.A path loss exponent of 4.01 was obsewed afier the LOS and noise data was 

removed and an elevation correction was appiied. The standard deviation of the 

processed data was 13.89 dB. These results were found ro be consistent with those 

reported in other sources. 
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INTERFERENCE AND SHADOWING MODEL AND ANALYSE 

This chapter inaoduces a theoretical mode1 fiom which a simulation is 

constructed. A description of the model parameters and the underlinhg theo. is 

followed by the simulation results. The simulation was constructed using a bL4TL.U 

program on a Pentium II 300 MHz cornputer that was found to be adequate 

computationai power for the simulation. 

Results from the field measurements are used to consmct rhe predicted path loss 

of the simulation. Specifically. rhe path loss exponent and standard deviation of log- 

normal shadowing measured in Chapter 4 are parameters in the simulation. It is hoped 

that a more accurate model of the interference in a LMCS system ni11 resdt. 

5.1 Mode1 Parameters 

This section provides the theoretical ba is  for the simulation and the parameten 

that comprise it. A general model of interference in an LMCS network is presented 

foilowed by the specifics of the parameters of the simulation IO be teaed. Propagation 

loss, log-normal shadowing antenna beam patterns, hub sector size, and base station 

diversity are dl components of the simulation and the method of modelling them is 

described. 
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5.1.1 Interference Outage 

With reference to Figure 5.1, an interferer 'T", which homes on a particular base 

station BSU), interferes with ai l  other base stations i= 0' 1' 2, . . . (igj), and mut have a 

mavirnurn received power at BS(j). to home on it. 

hterferer horned on B S Q )  

P pbi t ra ry  pouiting 
direction for BS(i) 
antema 

Figure 5.1 Interference Outage 

The interferer nansmits power Pt (dBm). The average path loss over distance r c m  be 

modeiled as: 

p(r) = -A - B logio r (dB) 

Including lognormal shadowing the actual path loss is: 
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= p(r) - X (dB) 
(5 2) 

where: x is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with standard deviation of a that 

represents the lognormal shadowing over the path. Then the power received fiom the 

interferhg nit?scri.tier at iits own hase station BScj) ir: 

P = Pt - p(rj) + ;c, + Gs(0) + Ge(0), (5.3) 

where: Gs(0) , &(O) are the bore-sighr gains of the subscriber and base station antennas. 

respectively. .4ctual bore-si@ gains would be typically 10-1 5 dBi for a 90' sector base 

and abolit 30 dBi for the subscnber. If power control is used. P is Exed for al1 

transrnitters at their own base stations, so: 

Pt = P - p(r,) - - Gs(0) - GB(O) (5.4) 

The power from the given interferer. which is received at the victim base nation BS(i)? 

assuming perfect power control. is: 

where: X, is another zero-mean independent Gaussian random variable represenhng 

shadowing occurring on the path beween the interferer and base station j, w1t.h standard 

deviation a, 

Gs(ai) is the interferer's antenna gain in the direction of BS(i), 
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%(pi) is the base station's antema gain in the direction of the subscnber that is 

homing on it. 

Base station diversity is modeled as follows: for the interferer to home on BS(j)? 

a necessary condition is: 

Note that the greater the d e p e  of shadowing that o c c m  on the radio paths. the 

more likely it is for the interferer to home in on a base station other than the one closes 

to it. That is. the greater the standard detiation of the log-normal shadowing, CT. the more 

Likely it is that a path to another base station endures less path loss than the one closest to 

the interferer. For modelling purposes. o is set to 10 dB. unless othewise stated. 

5.1.2 SimpMed Interference Mode1 

ïhis section innoduces a simplification in the model to reduce the number of 

calculations required in each nui of the simulation thereby reducing the run tirne. 

Assuming there is exactly one subscriber horning in on an)i base station at a given 

fiequency, then each such subscriber will interfere with ail the other base stations. 

The total interference at any base nation will be the surn of its received powers. through 

its amenna fiom al1 subscribers that are homing on other base stations. 

The following observation is the basis of a simplified interference model that we 

subsequently use: the statistics of the total interference at any one base station. from al1 

other subscriben, \ i iU be the same as those of the s u m  of dl interference (ri} at base 
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stations {BS(i)}, = j fkom interferer j, which homes on the j" base station, if statistical 

averaging is carried out over al1 possible positions of j and if al1 

BSQ) have the same pointing direction for their antemas. With 

;=O, nimber t!x cher hase stations i=!, 2 ,  3, . . . J 

base stations except 

respect to Figure 5.2. let 

l 

Figure 5.2 Interference Model 

- 
' 1 O Io has the same statistics as the totai interference fimn dl interferers (one per 

t = i  

base station) at a gven base station. N is the total number of base stations in the network. 

So. the total interference random variable is: 
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for a fixed interferer position. where an indicator function is used: 

or? witten more simply: 

The purpose of the indicator function is to mode1 base station diversity by 

detennining which received power is interference and which received power is signal. 

That is- the incornhg signal fiom the subscnber homed to a base starion is not 

interference to that base station. 

Defining a new variable y: 

y, p(ïi)- Xi = -A +B Iog r, - xi (dB)? 

which is a Gaussian random variable with variance o' and mean e q d  to: 

p(ri) = -.A43 logio ri. Then for the case of ideal power control, 

1, =p+x -Y; +C, (4 WB 1-C, (O)-G,(0) 

and the total interference random variable for a @en interferer position 
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Re-writing the indicator function as the minimum of al1 the random variables {y}. 

Equation 5.13 becomes: 

The signal to interference ratio (SIR) will be simply: 

SIR = 
P (5.16) 

1 

In summary. the signal to intertèrence ratio of a LMCS nenvork will be calculated 

using Equation 5.1 6. Testing the computed S R  against a SIR threshold will render a 

probability of outage. which is used to gauge the system performance. The simulation 

will be used to evaiuate the several factors to determine their effect on interference 

contributed by the single subscriber. 

5.13 Model Geornetry 

A graphical representation of the model is shown in Figure 5.3. The square 

cellular geometry was chosen for progamming convenience. A hexagonal geometry 

may be slightly more accurate in tems of the area covered by each cell. but since base 

station diversity is incorporated into the model, which particdar cell the subscnber 

happens to be in does not af5ect the outage probabiliv. 
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When distances are calcuiated in this model, they are scaled so that a model 

distance of 1 .O becomes 1 O U 0  m for path loss caiculations. 

X Coordinate 

Figure 5.3 Single Subscriber Model Geometry 

The in~erferer shown at coordinates i5.5. 13.5) is an example. For each run of the 

simulation' a new subscriber position is randomly chosen on the rnodel area. 

Bearing calculations are used in the simulation to compute the antenna gains. 

M e n  the base station that the interferer homes on is chosen. the direction of the 

interferer's amenna is set. As shown in Figure 5.4: ail base station's antennas are pointed 

in an arbitmy direction - in this case' 90'. To calculate the gain of the interferer's 

antenna in the direction of a base station. a bearïng fiom the interferer to that base station 

is caicuiated using their respective coordinates. Next. the simulation decides if that 
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bearing is within the beam width of the interferer's antenna. If it is, then the high gain is 

applied, otherwise the lower gain is used. 

tnterferer homed on BSQ) 

interferer \ 
y-- / \ 

! I 

Figure 5.4 Bearing Calculation 

A similar operation is conducted to determine the gain of the receiver at the base d o n  

that is applied to the direcrion of the interferer. 

5.1.4 Propagation Model 

As discussed in section 5.1.1 the path loss is modelled according to the following 

equation: 

Path Loss = A-B loglo r (5.17) 

The values used in the forthcoming simulation vary according to what the simulation is 

designed to show. The pmmeter 'A' is set to zero for al1 simulations since it is always 

cancelled in the computation of the total interference with Equation 5.15. 
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The parameter B will be varied to determine their effect on the expected total 

interference. Setting B to a value of 40 corresponds to simulating a propagation exponent 

of 3. 

The effect of log-normal shadowing on the interference level present in an LMCS 

network wili be shown by varying the standard deviation of log-normal shadowing and 

determining the average total interference statistic that results with each change in 

standard deviation. The expected effect is for each increase in standard deviation. a 

conesponding increase in the standard deviation of the resuiting distribution of 

interference powes. 

5.1.5 h t e n n a  Beam Patterns 

The antenna gain patterns are modeled as two-valued shown in Figure 5.5 .  The 

beam is defined as the angle over which the high gain is applied. 

I 

I a 
1 

I P j I 
30 dBi 1 I 15dBi ; 

j 
! 

-15 dBi 
I I 

i 

I Subscriber ' s h t e n n a  
1 

Base Station htenna 

Figure 5.5 Model Antenna Bearn Patterns 
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The beam width of both the interferer and base station's antennas will be varied to 

determine their effect on interference levels. It is expected that increased beam width 

will correspond to higher interference levels since more interference energy will be 

captured with larger beam widths. 

The ratio between the high gain value and the low gain value is termed the 

antenna gain ratio. These ratios will aiso be varied to evaluate their effects on 

interference leveis and outage probabilities. 

Figure 5 -6 shows the realisuc base station menna beam pattern found in [16]. It 

is employed later to delennine the validity of using the mode1 antenna beam patterns 

shown in Figure 5.5. The simulation calculates the bearing fiom the interferer to each of 

the base srallons to yield an angie of incidence. This angle is used to detennine the gain 

of the base station antenna in the direction of the interferer, and vice versa. 

(a) @) 

Figure 3.6 Antema Beam Patterns for 120" sectors. (a) Ideal @) Redistic 
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5.1.6 Hub Sector Size 

Several hub sector sizes were evaluated with the simulation. Figure 5.7 illustrates 

how the mode1 was modified to accommodate different sector sizes. When the 

subscriber's position was chosen, the base station to which it homes is chosen as per the 

normal algorithm (Equations 5.7 and 5.8). However. the sector of the homed base station 

is assigned based upon the bearing of the subscnber to the homed base station. 

L 
3 Sectors 

-- 

1 Sector 

1 I 

l 4 Sectors 6 Sectors 

Figure 5.7 Hub Sector Sizes 

A sector size of one is the situation where omni-directional antennas are used at the base 

stations, 
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5.1.7 Base Station Diversity 

As previously stated, base station diversity is an integral component to the 

simulation. The effect of the absence of diversiry wili be detexmined by removing the 

condition imposed by Equations 5.7 or 5.8. 

5.2 Simulation Results 

This section presents the resuits of the simulations conducted as described in the 

previous sections. The effects of the simulation parameters are presented dong with 

interpretations of their meaning with respect to LMCS interference considerations. 

In this section, the parameters used in the simulation to produce the graphs are 

listed irnmediately below the graph. The parameters are: 

P is the fixed signai power the interferer m m  achieve at its base nation (dBw), 

BSBW is the base station antenna beam nidth as indicated in Fig. 5.5. 

DiTB W is the interferer antenna beam width as indicated in Fig. 5.5. 

BSGR is the base station gain ratio, 

NTGR is the subscriber gain ratio, 

n is the propagation exponent. 

cr is the standard deviation of log-normal shadowing and 

oj  is ttie number of runs of the simulation that contributes to the mean interference 

vdue. 
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For each point on the graph, the simulation is run 10000 times. N e x ~  for each run 

of the simulation, the total interference contributed by a single subscnber to the other 

base stations is calculated according to Equation 5.15 to render a total interference value 

contributed by the single subscriber. Then, the 10000 total interference values are in tum 

averaged (in watts) and subtracted from the fixed receive value to produce a average SIR. 

Then. the computed SIR is compared with the SIR threshold to calculate an outage 

probability. A SIR threshold of 10 dB was chosen for most simulations. A higher 

threshold is appropriate when considering more complex coding schemes such as QPSK. 

5.2.1 Effect of Propagation Parameters 

The effect of propagation exponent is s h o w  in Figure 5.8. 

I 

I O-= 
1 

2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 1 
Propagation Exponent i 

I l 

P= 30 dBw, BSBW= 120a, iNTBW= SC1 BSGR=30 dB, MTGR=3O dB, ~ 1 4  cU3 
Figure 5.8 Effect of Propagation Exponent 
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There is a distinct decrease from 1 -5 8% to approximately 0 . 3 %  in the probability 

of outage with increase in propagation exponent fiom 2 to 5 .  This is due to the fact that 

with greater propagation exponent. the more the interferhg signals are attenuated. Thus, 

large buildings and foliage like those encountered in the Glebe (Chapter 4) may senre to 

reduce the interference experienced at a base station by attenuating the interferhg signals 

ftom other subscribers while at the same t h e  attenuating the desired signals. 

Note that the outage probability decreases wirh propagation exponent due to the 

negiect of thermal noise in this simulation. At larger propagation exponents. one would 

expect the themal noise to cause outage. 

5.2.2 Effect of Log-Nonnal Shadowing 

Figure 5.9 show the result of the simulation when the standard deviation of log- 

normal shadowkg is varied from O to 20 dB. The outage probability slowly increases 

until the standard deviation of shadowing reaches 10 dB? at which point the outage 

probability Uicreases rapidly kom 0.2% to 1.0%. Thus, log-normal shadowing has a 

significant effect on system performance which underscores the desirability of LOS 

propagation paths. Use of repeaters to avoid obstructions and reduce shadowing effects 

is wamted.  

At o = O dB, there is no outage because this simulation only cornputes outage due 

to interference. not due to thermal noise. 
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1 / 
>- -- o. ----- 1 

I O 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 i 
! Standard Deuation of LogSr(omal Shadowing 

I 
1 

P= 30 dBw. BSBW= 13OC. MTBW= SC. BSGR=30 dB, NTGR-30 dB, n=4 
Figure 5.9 Effect of LogNormai Shadowing 

5.2.3 Effect of btenna Beam Patterns 

This section contains the results of varying the different parameters associated 

with the interferer and base station antennas. 

5.2.3.1 ERect of Antenna Beam Widths 

When the interferer's antenna beam width is varied from 3 to 1 5'. the result is a 

nearly linear increase in outage probability (Figure 5.10). This is due to the fact that 

when the interfereros beam width is increased, it interferes uith more base stations. By 

hitting more base stations with increased beam width and higher gain. the subscriber 

conaibutes higher levels of interference. Note that the product of the beam width and the 
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antcnna gain of the main lobe are held connant for ai l  beam width values so that the 

changes in antenna directivity are accounted for in the simulation. 

InterIwer Beam Width (degrees) I 
1 

P= 30 dBw, BSBW= 120". BSGR=30 dB. I'ITGR=30 dB, n=4. p l 4  dB 
Figure 5.10 Effect of Interferer Antema Bearn Width 

The outage probability increased Born 0.5% at 3' beam width to 3.1% at 15". 

Figure 5.1 1 shows the similar result when the base station antenuas beam widths 

are increased fiom 20' to 140". An increase in outage probability is evident with larger 

base station beam widths. This indicates that the expense of dividing a base station into 

sectors will be rewarded by lower outage probability. A steady rise in interference levei 

is expected since each base station is more Likely to apply the higher gain to the 

interfering signal with increased beam width. 
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The outage probability increased fiom nearly no oumge at 20° beam width, to 

1.3% at 140" beam width. 

O 
20 40 60 80 1 O0 120 140 

Base Station Beam Width (degrees) 

P= 30 dBw. NTBW= 5'. BSGRZ30 dB. iNTGR=3O dB, ~ 4 . p  14 dB 
Figure 5.11 Effect of Base Station Antenna Beam Width 

5.2.3.2 Effect of Antenna Gain Ratios 

The results of increasing the antenna gain ratio of both the interferer and base 

station antemas Xe shown in Figures 5.12 and 5-13 _ respectively. Both show a linear 

decrease in the outage probability as the gain ratio is increased. 
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? - 
O 

- - 
O 5 10 15 20 25 30 

lnterferer Gain Ratio (dB) 

P= 30 dBw, BSBW= 120'. iNTBW= 5'. BSGR=3O dB. n=4.0=14 dB 
Figure 5.12 Effect of Lnterferer Gain Ratio 

The outage probability decreases much more rapidly with increased interferer 

gain ratio than it does for the base station. indeed. the probability of outage decreased 
Ci 

from 38% at an interferer gain ratio O dB to approximately O.jO/o at an gain ratio of 30 dB 

whereas the outage probabiliv only experienced a 1.7% &op for the same increase in 

base station gain ratio. The ciifference is that afier a gain ratio of 15 dBI any further 

increase in interferer gain ratio had no effcct. However. after the same point. increasing 

the base station gain ratio further increased the outage probability. albeit slighùv. - - This 

serves to hizdight the sensitivip of system performance to subscnber and base station 

antenna gains. 
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O 5 10 15 20 25 30 

Base Station Gain Ratio (dB) ! 
t 1 

P= 30 dBw. BSBW= 120°, MTBW= 5'. MTGR=3O dB na. ~ 1 3  dB 
Figure 5.13 Effect of Base Station Gain Ratio 

5.2.3.3 Effect of Realistic Base Station Antenna Pattern 

Figure 5.14 illustrates the ciifference in interference levels when a realistic 

antenna beam pattern is used compared with the ideal (two-valued) beam pattern used up 

until this point. 
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0.08 - ldeal 
+ Realistic 

0.07 - 8 

O 
1 O 15 20 25 

SIR Threshold (dB) 

P= 20 dBw, BSBW= 120'. MTBW= 5'. BSGR=30 dB, iNTGR=3O dB, n 4 .  F I - F  dB 
Figure 5.11 Effect of Realistic Base Station htenna Beam Patterns 

The outage probabilities obtained with the reaiistic base station antenna pattern are 

consistently lower than those of the ideal antenna pattern. At a SIR threshold of 10 dB. 

the difference beo~een the mode1 antenna pattem and the realistic antenna pattern was 

slight (0.3%) whereas at a threshold of 25 dB. the difference was 2.8%. However. as 

both the c w e s  close- follow each other. the ideal antenna pattem is judged to be a valid 

simplification for simulation proposes. particularly when a SIR threshold of 10 dB was 

predominately used. 
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5.2.5 Effect of Hub Sector Size 

When the cells of the mode1 are divided into sectors, the simulation yields resultç 

shown in Figure 3-15. 

aJ a 
2 0.02 - 
6 

0.015 - 
/ 

/----- 0.01 F- - r 

i - - 
-1- /-- 

/---- 

0 . 0 0 5 ~  - - - --'- 

a 

1 O 15 20 25 
SIR Threshold (dB) 

P= 30 dBw. iNTBW= 5'. BSGR=?O dB, NTGR=30 dB. n-l. ~ 1 4  dB 
Figure 5.15 Effect of Hub Sector Size 

The lowest outage occurred with the lhec tor  ?stem although nearly the same 

outage probability occurred with a 6-sector system. Note the dkninishing r e m  of 

sectorization: with each increase in sector size. the corresponding outage benefit is 

srnalier. For example. at a SIR threshold of 20 dB, the oumge decreased 1.2% when 

gohg fkom an omni-directional system (1-sector) to a 3-sector system. Another 0.4% 

drop was expenenced moving to a Csector syçtem? then a 0.8% drop occurred when 

motkg to a 6-sector systern. There was only a slight difference benveen the 6-sector 
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system and the 12-secton system. After some point, the considerable infrastructure 

expense of sectorization will not be economical for the performance enhancement it bill 

provide. Still, some degree of sectorization is deemed beneficial. 

52.5 Effect of Base Station Diversi? 

As expected. Figure 5.16 shows that the outage probability decreases when base 

station diversity is used for several SIR thresholds. 

O 
1 O 15 20 25 

SIR Threshold (dB) 

P= 30 dBw. BSBW= 120°. MTBW= 5". BSGR=30 dB. MTGR=jO dB. n 4 .  a=14 dB 
Figure 5.16 Effect of Base Station Diversity 

Relaxing the divenity condition produced a dramatic system performance gain. 

Indeed at a SIR threshold of 15 dBI the outage probabiii~ was only 1 .O% for a sysem 

~ 5 t h  base station diversi- as compared to an outage probability of 2.4% for a system 

wlth no diversis.. The effect increased at larger SIR thresholds i n d i c a ~ g  that base 
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station diversity results in a higher average SIR and therefore yields a lower outage 

probability. Other investigations have yielded similar results [I l ] .  

This shows that providing the subscriber the abilip to home in on the base station 

that has the lowest path loss associared wlth it will significantly enhance system 

performance. This is due to the fact that when subscribers home in on the base station 

with the least path loss. they vdl  use the least transmitter power and thus will be 

contnbuting the least arnount of interference to the cellular nerwork. 

5.3 Model Cornparison 

This section compares the results produced by the two different methods of 

sirnulauon: the sirnplified version rhat has been used in section 5.2. and the full version 

which includes 1 00 subscnben. Figure 5.1 7 shows that the resuits fiom the simulation 

with one subscnber are very similar to those produced by a corresponding simulation 

with 100 subscnbers (one in every cell). Thus. the simplified mode1 introduced in section 

5.1.2 is found to be equivaient to the general approach and is a valid method of reduciq 

the nurnber of calculations required by the simulation. 
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P= 50 dBw. BSBW= 120'. h T B W =  5'. BSGR=30 dB, I?U'TGR=;O dB n=4. F I O  dB 
Figure 5.17 Model Comparison 

5.4 Goodness of Fit to Normal Distribution 

The Kolmogorov-Srnirnov Test [36,37] is employed to test the distribution of 

interference to deterrnine how closely it follows a Gaussian disaibution. The 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness of fit test measures the degree of agreement between 

dimibutions of a sample of ernpiricaily gathered values and a target distribution. The 

Kolmogorov-Smimov statistic is defined by [VJ: 

D, = m a 6  Fn (x) - F, (x)(] over ail x 

where: F&) is the empiricai function being tested. and 

F.(x) is the hypothesized function for the random variable X. 
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The hypothesis that F,(x) = F,(x) is rejected if D, is too large, which is determined by 

cornparhg the computed D, with published critical values [37]. In this case, a 

logarithmic scale is needed to evaluate the interference statis~ics, which are also on a 

logarithmic scale. n u s ,  the F&) mec! is [3n .3 1 ! : 

1 F,(x)=l--erfc 
3 

where: p o are the mean and standard deviation on a logarithmic scale. 

20 40 60 80 100 120 
SIR (dB) 

P= 30 dBw. BSBW= 120'. MTBW= Y, BSGR=30 dB. NTGR=3O dB 114.0-14 dB 
Figure 5.18 SIR Cumulative Dimibütion Function 

The dismbution of SIR is tested with the Kohogrov-Smirnov test w1t.h the 

significance level of 0.1. The computed statistic, 0.08435 is smaller than the cntical 

value. 0.136. Thus. the cumulative distribution of interference power shown in Figure 
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5.18 does not significantiy differ fiom that of a Gaussian distribution and the distribution 

of interference powers is deemed to closely follow a log-normal distribution. 

5.5 Discussion 

The interference contributed to the base stations furthest fiom ttie subscriber was 

found to be minimal. Thus. a further simpiification couid be made bp cornput@ only the 

interference a single subscriber contributes to its nearest neighbours. This would vasrly 

reduce the number of calcuiations required. but would still be a vaiid simulation since the 

cetls irnmediately surrounding the subscriber experience a preponderance of the 

int exference. 

-4s discussed previously, thermal noise was not included in this simulation. 

Therefore, ody ouüige probability due to interference is reponed here. not coverage. As 

found in the measurements. there are holes in the coverage where no ciiscernable signal 

ene rg  couid be detected. Thus. acnial outage probabilities ut11 be greater than those 

reponed in this work. 

Since the subscriber's location was chosen ranàomly in the simuiated LiMCS 

nenvork the outage probabiliq calcdations could be slightly biased by the edge effect. 

That is. when the subscriber's location is chosen close to the edge of the network. the 

totai interference it contributes nill be less than that contributed by a subscnber which is 

completely mounded by base stations. Therefore. slightly higher outage probabilities 
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could be expected if one compensated for the edge effect by only picking subscnber 

locations in the interior of the network. 

5.6 Summary of results 

The simulation evaluated the ef5ect of several parameters on the ourage 

probabilities encountered in a simplified interference model of a LMCS network. 

The probability of outage was f o n d  to decrease fiom 1.6% to O .3 % as the 

propagation exponent increased kom 2 to 5 .  .An increase of 1% in outage was found 

when the standard deviation of lognormal shadowing was varied from O to 20 dB. Both 

the subscnber and base station antenna beam widths were found to linearly increase the 

outage probability as they were increased. Modification of the gain ratio of both the 

subscriber and base station antennas u.as found to correspond to a direct decrease in 

outage probability. A change in interferer gain ratio fiom O to 30 dB caused the greatest 

outage decrease of 38%. A redistic antenna beam pattern was found to yield a 

performance enhancement in a range of O .3 % to 2.8% for different SIR thresholds when 

compared to the model antenna beam pattern. Sectorization lowered the ourage 

probability with the larges effect at Iower sector sizes. Finally, relaxing the base station 

&versic condition showed that diversity yields a performance gain with as much as a 

7.4% decrease in outage probability. 

The single subscriber mode1 was compared uirh the general mode1 with 100 

mbscribers. The performance of both models was found to be equivalenr. 
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The distribution of interference powers was not found to significantly dif5er fiom 

a log-normal distribution when tested with the Kolmogov-Sminiov test on a logaridunic 

scale at a significance level of 0.1. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Conclusions 

A propagation measurement campaign was conducted followed by modelling and 

simulation to predict the interference contributed to a LMCS network by a single 

subscriber. The object was to evaluate the LMCS radio channel in a NLOS environment. 

Field measurements show that propagation at 79.5 GHz in a developed urban 

environment miil  attenuate with a propagation exponent of 4.0 1 for NLOS locations with 

measurements in the noise removed. X 13.89 dB degree of shadowing was observed. No 

si-pificant s ipa l  energy was detected in off bore-sight angles likely due to the narrow 

beam width of the antenna. 

The simulation evaluated the effect of severai parameters on the outage 

probabilities encountered in a simplified interference mode1 of a LiMCS network. Both 

the propagation exponent and the degree of shadowing afYecred the probability of outage. 

A high propagation exponent attenuated interference resulting in a lower outage 

probability . 

It was found that system performance is highly sensitive to the subscriber and hub 

antenna gain ratios, and beam widths. Lower outage can be obtained through the use of 

hi@y directional subscriber antemas with large gains. 
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Sectorization Iowered the outage probability with the largest effect at iower sector 

sizes. Relaxing the base station diversity condition showed that divenity yields a 

performance gain with a decrease in outage probability at d l  SIR thresholds. 

The single subscriber model was compared with the general model with 100 

subscribers. The performance of both models was found to be equivalent. 

The distribution of interference powers \vas not found to significantly differ fiom 

a log-normal distribution when tested with the Kolmogrov-Srnirnov test on a logarithmic 

scale at a ~i~pificance level of 0.1. 

The major contribution of this thesis is to identi- the interference that cari be 

expected at the base station of a ce11 in a LMCS network. Propagation measurements are 

used to produce a more statistically significant simulation of the interference in a LMCS 

network. The observed path loss exponent dong wîth the standard deviation of log- 

normal shadowing are found to be consistent with previously reported results. 

A simplified interference model reveals the limitations on system performance 

that interference in a LMCS system imposes. A high propagation exponent is 

demonsnated to reduce the outage probability by attenuating signal levels. Antema 

design and sectoring is shown to affect LMCS performance by Iowering interference 

levels. Funher, simulated base station diversity has been shoun to reduce the 

interference expenenced at the base station and is an important component of LiMCS 

design. 
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6.2 Recommendations for Future Research 

Ground level measurements were less difficult to carry out than roof level 

measurements would have been. However, roof level measurements may provide a more 

accurate description of the LMCS radio channel as the subscriber antennas will be fixed 

on or near the roof of residential buildings. 

There has been some research to suggest that use of specular reflections wouid 

enhance coverage of LMCS networks. Although no significant signal energv was found 

in off bore-sight angles, M e r  investigation is warranted. The narrow beam uidth of the 

antennas dong with the fact that the measurements sites were NLOS and at gound level. 

likely limited our ability to detect energy at off bore-sight angles. 

The measurements were raken in Au-pst and early September 1999. The nees in 

the Glebe were in full foliage and would have provided the maximum s ipa l  attenuation 

of the year. As such, the measurements reponed in this work represent a wom-case 

propagation scenario. However. rneasurements at different times during the year would 

reveal the expected difference in signal levels and will indicate the degree of increased 

coverage that c m  be expected when the foliage is l e s  than that of summer. 

A parameter of propagation at EHF fiequencies that has not been significantly 

researched is that of the standard deviation of the log-normal shadowing and whether or 

not it varies with T-R distance. This work did not cover enough rneasurement sites to 

determine conclusively whether or not the variance changes with distance. 
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The simulation did not include Rayleigh fading which may significantly 

contribute to propagation mechanisms in a LMCS system. However. its effects would 

likely be less than in a comparable mobile cellular system. 
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